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Mike Carlo 

Move it to 5th Ave. Lets see how long it lasts there. 
 
30 minutes ago  

o  
o Christopher Connolly likes this. 
o  
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Jonathan Rothenberg 

They should bring in the national guard!!! Let the government handle these animals. 
 
33 minutes ago via mobile 

o  
o  
o  

 

  

Mike Serras 

Facts are Facts.. There's a reason why this detaiL is ALWAYS so big year after year...and it's 
not for traffic control! 
 
47 minutes ago via mobile 

o  
o  
o  

 

  

Charlie Keeling 

great page be safe all 
57 minutes ago  

o  
o  
o  

 

  

Carlos Rodriguez 

Bloomberg should lead the parade if he wants to keep it 
about an hour ago  

o  
o 2 people like this. 
o  
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Evan Teatum 

This event is simply OUT of CONTROL, It always has been.  
about an hour ago  

o  
o 2 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Brian Crowe 

and by the way...if you post here and IAB flags you...ask this question....How many IAB...Lts 
Capts DI and Insp were assigned to the WIDP?... they to are complicit...remember the 

"oath" we ALL took????...SELECTIVE ENFORCEMENT IS ILLEGAL!!!!!!...TRUST ME THEY DONT 
WANT TO OPEN THIS CAN OF WORMS!!!!  
about an hour ago  

o  
o  
o  

 

  

John Schabhuttl 
maybe next year they should hold it on rikers island 
about an hour ago  

o  
o 2 people like this. 
o  

 

  

John Schabhuttl 

This is why i make it my vacation pick every year, you can have the blood money 
about an hour ago  
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o  
o 2 people like this. 
o  

 

  

George Davino 

Wow the power of facebook 
 
about an hour ago via mobile 

o  
o Gary Schneider likes this. 
o  

 

  

Davy Poggi 
all my friends who got forced to work this... got jammed up somehow.. wasn't this the origin 

of "wilding".. Personally I'm ok w/ Hats and Bats 
about an hour ago  

o  
o  
o  

 

  

Gloria Torres 

maybe bloomberg will make some more cuts by 2012 and fund metal detectors for next 
years parade. 
2 hours ago  

o  
o  
o  
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Jayme Petrillo 

I think whoever wrote this should be our new PBA President. 

 

Dodge City redux  

www.nypost.com  

New York City’s gunfire-casualty list for the eight-day period ending Monday reads like the butcher’s bill from Iraq before 
the surge: 112 people shot -- 57 over the holiday weekend alone -- and a 

 
Share · 2 hours ago 

o  
o 9 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Joseph Albertini 

How many times does a cop have to get hurt at this parade before the city stops giving them 
permits?  
2 hours ago  

o  
o 2 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Eugene O'Brien Sr. 
The PBA should file suit against city for knowingly allowing a dangerous condition to 

endanger the safety of their members and city residents. 
2 hours ago  

o  
o 8 people like this. 
o  
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Daniel Feil 

 20 and Out!!!  
3 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Paul Callahan I got out April. Best move on Earth!! And before Savage Day.  

3 hours ago · 2 peopleDaniel Feil and Cesar Capunay like this. 

  

Submit
 

Jill Bambrick Winter I'm out Dec 2014. That is potentially three more weekends of hell for me...but I'm going see how that 
goes. ;)  

2 hours ago 

 

  

Vitaliy Zelikov 

They should move it to Manhattan, right up 5th Avenue, and see how that goes. 
3 hours ago  

o  
o 13 people like this. 
o  
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John Giammarino 

Its the only detail we were told not to take ANY action on drinking or smoking pot.When u 
did work other parades and some unlucky soul was drinking a beer it was like he committed 

a crime!!!!! If they want to continue that weekend of hell,they should have a traffic detail 

and thats it. 
3 hours ago  

o  
o 9 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Daniele Giarraputo 
Every year on labor day the police department is forced to spend the holiday weekend away 

from their families and friends to go and deal with this disgusting behavior from the people 

who are supposed to be celebrating a culture not shooting up the neighborhood. I think it is 
a disgrace and should not be allowed anymore!!!! Wake up Mayor Bloomberg!!! 
4 hours ago  

o  
o 11 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Jennifer Walsh and not to mention their family/friends worry about them while they are there!  

3 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

 

  

Manny Mondello 

it shouldnt even be called a parade.we have all seen parades ,this is not a parade. 
4 hours ago  

o  
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o 3 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Brian Doherty 

I really appreciate all of the humor here having worked this detail more times than I care to 
remember. But in the interest of security post 9/11, should a million people be permitted to 

crowd into a neighborhood with security so lax that they were able to bring dozens of 
firearms in? I am not so much worried about 3 or 4 dozens mopes smoking each other but 

couldn't Al Quaeda blow up a THV or a hundred cops at a streetcorner muster? This is really 

more serious than 40 or 50 dead mopes. 
 
4 hours ago  

o  
o 5 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Michael Grella 

Its the Unemployment parade! 
5 hours ago  

o  
o 9 people like this. 
o  

 

  

David Junior 

What is it going to take for the mayor to shut this down?? Obviously murdered civilians and 
MOS being shot isnt enough!! I almost got trampled by hundreds of people rushing the 

barricade from gunshots i couldnt hear less than a half a block away 
 
5 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  
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Erik Sweum 

Look at the neighborhood the parade is held in...now u see why people get hurt!!!...or killed 
5 hours ago  

o  
o 2 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Michael DeRosa Sr. 

When you go to a parade and the upper brass hands out ear plugs and human containment 
nets..... Lets just say there is no Santa at the end of this one......  
5 hours ago  

o  
o 5 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Gale Veres 
Ummm...looking at this picture--where is the parade? And those do not look like West 

Indians...why is a guy running with a baby stroller? 
Listening to everyone, this sounds like a horrible event--why does your city allow such 

mayhem? 

I am a retired deputy sheriff in Ohio, our city does make "private" functions pay the OT to 
the city for the police detail, and being  

OT, is offered to those that want to work it. 
Sounds like I would not volunteer for this one... 
6 hours ago  

o  
o Vinnie Piselli likes this. 
o  
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Submit
 

Carmine Confessore Welcome to Liberal NYC Gale where if the cops sneeze too loud they get investigated for excessive 
force but the "CIVILians" can run around like savages and there are no repercussions. Nothing civil about this parade  

6 hours ago · 4 peopleRichie Smith, Ben Nostramo and 2 others like this. 

  

Submit
 

Da Bone Volunteer?? They hand you a notification a few days before this event. This is the SECOND most requested week 
off in the NYPD after Christmas week. No one and I mean NO ONE in their right mind would volunteer for this.  

5 hours ago · 2 peopleEmma Diaz-Rodriguez and Manny Mondello like this. 

  

Submit
 

Paul Murray a few days??? how 'bout the day before you go on a 3-day swing???  

5 hours ago 

 

  

Colleen Curran 

I hated Working that Parade!!!! THE WORST Flat Beds For Floats, Nice  
6 hours ago  

o  
o Vinnie Piselli likes this. 
o  

 

  

Tom Weber 

Why is everyone calling this a parade, it`s a scheduled Riot!! 
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7 hours ago  

o  
o 20 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Twin Anderson Perfectly stated!!!!  

3 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

 

  

Jimmy Iraggi 
let them have the parade/riot but no NYPD detail... make them pay for security for this 

event.... then we can just come in and pick up the piece after it's all over.... 
7 hours ago  

o  
o 6 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Judi Mandala Fitzgerald 

 ...I know this may have been posted already...but why doesn't anyone address the fact that 
there is no real violence at the St. Patrick's Parade, The Columbus Day Parade, The Greek 

Parade etc.... 
 
7 hours ago  

o  
o 4 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
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Da Bone At the WI event ( I shudder to call it a "parade") you can have celebratory gunfire, smoke weed and engage in 
general mayhem all within 10 feet from the cops; however discretely drink a beer from a cup on 3/17 and watch out!!!  

5 hours ago 

 

  

Michael J. Murphy 

The best was when we were told that possession of marijuana was allowed at the WIDP. No 
arrests ae to be made even if they are smoking in front of you. I don't think that the parade 

shoud be outlawed, it needs to be moved to Fifth Avenue. Now you will see changes. 
7 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Robert A. Burmeister it needs to be moved to Haiti  

7 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Laurie Hartwig or moved to the Zoo!  

4 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Paul Callahan Complete & utter savagery.  

3 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 
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David Moskowitz 

People always ask me about what I miss since I retired. One thing I don't miss is working 

the parade.  
 
7 hours ago  

o  
o 5 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Carmine Confessore Enjoy your retirement Cap and thanks for your service  

6 hours ago 

 

  

Chris Markopolos 

Move it to Siberia. 
7 hours ago  

o  
o 4 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Fernando E Loza 

no no, move it to boro park 
 
8 hours ago  

o  
o Magda Lena likes this. 
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o  

  

Submit
 

Andrew M. Washack Hopkins mooooorning West Indians. Do you have business card?  

7 hours ago · 1 personRichie Smith likes this. 

  

Submit
 

Scott Samarisi I don't want those animals.  

7 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Andrew M. Washack  "Hopkins" should be "Gooood" phone is weird  

about an hour ago 

 

  

Kevin Mannion 
MOVE THE PARADE TO 5th AVENUE IN MANHATTAN! 

 
8 hours ago  

o  
o 10 people like this. 
o  
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Submit
 

Christine Seppa I always said that !!!!  

8 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Pablo TaLoko lmfaooooo!!! they move it there and watch them cancel it in an instant...  

6 hours ago · 1 personJennifer Mckinnon likes this. 

 

  

Robert Taverna 

I posted this on my own wall and i'm posting it here....As most hard working Americans 

enjoy a relaxing well deserved extended weekend every labor day this is what the HARDEST 
WORKING COPS on the planet endure every year on a day that is supposed to honor the hard 

working people of this Country. These so called parade goers are a disgrace to their own 
culture and everything this parade claims it represents! Be safe everyone! 20 and out for 

those of you that it still applies! 
9 hours ago  

o  
o 2 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Nick Morales well said  

2 hours ago 
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Jim Hennessy 

Going back to the late 70's and 80's I remember that it was the 1 day a year I was actually 
nervous about going to work. Im sure it hasn't improved much 
9 hours ago  

o  
o 2 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Thomas Kosnik jim, i always felt he same way, that One day always made me nervous because I knew We were widely ou 
tnumbered, it was an eerie feeling knowing We could Be over run at any moment  

7 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Tom Weber The cops were issued vest!!  

7 hours ago 

 

  

Dirk Diggla 
i was thinking of doing a similar petition. we should stop this detail 

 
9 hours ago  

o  
o  
o  

 

  

Chris Lisanti 
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 "Dont worry it is recreational gunfire", as told to us by a D.I.  
9 hours ago  

o  
o 8 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Anthony Yacopino I was told "Celebrational Gun Fire" is ok. I listen to guns go off and still can't tell the difference in sound. 
lmao  

8 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Richard A Beatty Isn't that what they told'em at little Bighorn! ?  

5 hours ago 

 

  

Tommy Warren 

Come on it one of those events that we need to keep around!!!! Those who are retiring need 

the 16 hour hit.......those who are new to police work need the experience....and those who 
work in manhattan south, Staten Island, and cushy Queens Houses need to appreciate 

where they work!!! It Ghetto training 
 
10 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o Ryan Winkler likes this. 
o  

  

Submit
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Marianne Murawski Tell that to the wives of Foster & Laurie killed in the 9th Pct along with my colleague Luis Lopez also 
killed in the 9th! While the parade is quite the experience for using our tactical skills, shooting and drugs have existed on 
the lower east side of Manhattan which was why the Crack unit came to fruition in the narcotics districts!  

10 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Maurice Moore Great point Marianne, those who work in Brooklyn (some not all) seem to think they have a S on their chest. 
We all do the same job no matter where you work!  

9 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Vincent Buono the parade is blood money  

9 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Peter Villahoz Would you tell a Soldier, Sailor, Marine or Airmen to deploy to a combat zone because of the experience or 
the pay is better? Bad comment Tommy.  

9 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

John Mattina Why don't you work it Alone supercop then you can get all the experience and overtime you want  

6 hours ago 
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Submit
 

Carmine Confessore It doesn't matter if you work in a busy A house or a cushy C house...no one needs this savage festival. 
48 people shot including 1 cop and another hit by frags from a bullet? Yes, us who work in a busy house may be a little 
sharper with this nonsense because we deal with it often but no ones lives should be in jeopardy  

6 hours ago 

 

  

Philip Weiss 

Come on, boys and girls its alot of fun, its a right of passage. You can't really call yourself a 
Brooklyn EMT or Paramedic unless you've worked the parade. 
10 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Erik Casiano 

Bloomberg and Quinn need to march in the middle of the parade and "jump, jump!" 
 
10 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o 5 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Sylvia Hassell LOL....good one!!  

3 hours ago 
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Cathleen Byrnes 

Gunshots firing all around you..and you don't even know where they're coming from..that's 

how I remember the parade. 
 
11 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Kim Worthy Good morning Cathy. I don't miss that parade at all. The OT was good but our safety was always in jeapordy.  

11 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Cathleen Byrnes Hi Kim..I agree..  

11 hours ago 

 

  

Ron Gardner 

Why doesn't NYPD brass utilize crowd control techniques like they do @ times square on 
new years? I know it won't stop the guns but it can control the crowds. Another question, 

How many people attend the parade & how many police officers are assigned to the parade? 
Are there enough cops at the parade? I know that random bag searches are used @ Time 

square (looking for alcohol), is the same done at the parade? Our brothers & sisters in blue 

put their lives on the line everyday, there is no reason to put them unnecessarily in harms 
way. Stop the parade if you can't protect everyone that attends. 
11 hours ago  
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o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Nancy Lawrence Ferber of course there are not enough cops for the parade. there are not enough cops for everyday patrol. 
get everyone from the puzzle palace to work the parade and see how fast it gets cancelled  

2 hours ago 

 

  

Cesar Capunay 

All this violence over the weekend and no one has heard from Al Sharpton, Jesse Jackson or 
Charles Barron. WTF! Why aren't they speaking up? Where are they? And what is Mayor 

Bloomburg saying,,,, crime is down compare to last years stats? This has got to stop! 
11 hours ago  

o  
o 11 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Michelle Fischetti Lol!!  

9 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Daniela Vano-Tobie Amen!  

7 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 
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Submit
 

Paul Callahan Because they're just P.O.S.s  

3 hours ago · 2 peopleLoading... 

 

  

Bettye M Watson 

Sure when I make this statement I'm sure I will be considered partial to the nypd well I am, 
having been a civilian mos for a long time, these men and woman have families who have to 

watch this and only pray that it's not their family member who gets hurt or worse. So yes I 
support them in their quest to end this havoc and mayhem. I live in the community where 

this havoc and mayhem goes on so to the communities that have to deal with this it's time 

we take a stand to end this also, it may be your loved one next!!!!!! 
 
12 hours ago  

o  
o Alicia Tracey Hinton likes this. 
o  

 

  

James Concannon 

Just asking: if every year there's violence and a finacial strain on the city to keep order why 

does the city sanction this parade? If its a "race" issue we have all turned into a bunch of 
pansies. Actions speak louder than words.  
13 hours ago  

o  
o  
o  
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Eddy Figs 

You know what's funny is all the fat cats who allow this know why they would never have 
this parade in NYC ...like every other major parade ...what a disgrace  
 
15 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Artur Sadowski 

we need to get in touch with our delegates, get all the police unions from PBA to SBA, DEA 
etc to band together and tell the city something needs to change, the crowds are too big and 

too many drunken idiots that can't be handled without enough cops...this parade needs to be 
moved either in location or time of year, I suggest late january. 

 
15 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

 

  

No More West Indian Day Detail. 

 1200 Supporters and counting. PLEASE KEEP IT FOCUSED. This is not a racist rant. This is 
about us, the cops. This is here for us. Hopefully, a big stretch here, our voices will be heard. 

Thank you all again. 
15 hours ago  

o  
o 136 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Shaun Lally Its the only Parade/ Riot that brings up the stats!!!  

11 hours ago 
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Submit
 

Km Lopez I work,every parade this is the only one that violent and the city gives them permission to continue doing it,every 
year. They arent only risking over life but the lifes of,the innocent people,that try and enjoy,the parade. They arent all bad 
but one bad apple will ruin the batch  

11 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Mark Gregory Salonga I would emphasize that this is also people's lives we're talking about. The amount of shootings is just 
unacceptable..  

10 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Scott Mark Grainer The problem is: in 1986 when I worked the parade as a cop they (the parade people) had free run of 
Eastern Pkwy...over the years they stop the amount of floats that could be in the parade. The area is bad to begin with 77 
Pct, ect. Put that many people in one area you get what you get. Plus the jump up parties the night before don't help. If 
you don't allow this parade they would have it anyway and that would be worse for the area.  

10 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Erik Casiano If someone accidentally was shot at a parade, its tragic. But when an average of 2 to 5 murders occur every 
year and the mayor continues to allow this parade to continue regardless of how many storm troopers or hug police officers 
he puts out, then the mayor is clearly stating he is ok with the bloodshed because its not Manhattan. Move the parade to 
fifth ave.  

9 hours ago · 2 peopleLoading... 
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Submit
 

Liz Vazquez-Hallahan  @Eric, I worked in Manhattan South and I can bet ALOT of $$$ that that "Parade" has a snowball's 
chance in HELL to EVER be below 59th Street ! It would cost the city too much in tourism money...no matter how pretty the 
"CARNIVAL" FLOATS they show on the news are.  

9 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Keith Winchell MMMMMMMMMMMMM accidently shot hows that happen. A perp takes out a gun and shoots away , with no 
regard to human life. That's no accident. Just lack of repsect for human life end of story Eric.  

9 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Erik Casiano  @Liz. I know. Its just how different the behavior for this parade would change politically and the manner of 
policing would too if the 56 year old lady killed in the shootout was from London and was hit in front of St PATTYS church.  

9 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Jorge F. Puga Move the parade to 5th avenue. Isolate and contain.  

8 hours ago 
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Submit
 

Andrew M. Washack It'll never end. At least until the hipsters take over all of Brooklyn.  

7 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Richard A Beatty Move it to Manhattan an let mayor Macheese enjoy it  

5 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Cazzie Gantt Wishing no ill will on anyone... but if one of the victims was of the Hisidic Jewish community (their 
headquarters is on Eastern parkway and Kingston), you would see a change. It wouldn't end, but the politicians would have 
to respond on some level  

about an hour ago 

 

  

John Deathgottabeeazy Dennis 

Interesting. it SEEMS that 98% of the members that posted here are NOT of West Indian 
decent, nor are they minorities.....hmmmm..... Looks like your treading on thin ice here. This 

page can be PERCEIVED as something else. watch the undertones. Just a suggestion. 
16 hours ago  

o  
o  
o  

  

Submit
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Jen Mac You have read the papers and watched the news ...right? Over 50 people shot...most of them were minorities and 
one died right in front of me....don't read into something its not!!! It's sad for the 99% of people who actually go to the 
parade to celebrate their culture...but at what expense?  

16 hours ago · 4 peopleLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Jen Mac YYou kno I still love you...but it was just insanity  

16 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Ru Ben I am both of those things, and this parade is a disgrace to both.  

16 hours ago · 7 peopleLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Sing Chan everyone should get a opportunity to celebrate who they are but at the same time the people who are killing 
peoople the people who shooting at people the officers who put their lives on the line gets a little greater than a usual night 
are the ones that pays for those who have disreguard for any life.  

16 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Andrew Martinez I'm a minority what's your point??  

16 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 
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Rob Coppola Dont like it? Don't read it or get out  

15 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Artur Sadowski We have first amendment rights too, we have a right and a reason to gripe when we are endangered, I 
don't even think its wrong to call certain people "savages" because it doesn't describe a race or ethnicity but the behavior of 
a select group of individuals that can be of any race, it just so happens that at this particular event I've never seen any 
savages of european or asian or hispanic descent, that does not imply that they don't exist or that all paradegoers are 
savages or that there are any racial undertones, facts are never racist, they may not be pretty, but they can't be racist.  

15 hours ago · 2 peopleLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Rob Coppola it's not racist if it's true  

15 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Rich Ortiz Thin ice, John? Sounds threatening and I for one am not afraid. To avoid confusion I'll be very clear... The parade 
should be banned and my hope is the rest of the City takes notice of the outrageous violence that is the norm with that 
parade. This is NOT about race, this is about people in the "Community" who have no respect for the Law, Police, or human 
life. If u don't like what's being posted, get off the page. That's MY suggestion.  

14 hours ago · 7 peopleLoading... 
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Scott Mark Grainer Walk in our shoes and then you John can talk. so shut up and don't be so near sighted.  

10 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Benzy Cohen I do not have to be in a minority group or a West Indian to not want to get sent to a detail where people get 
murdered every year through wanton violence. I'm in the minority group of people who chose to become a cop and literally 
put our lives on the line at least once every year for this "parade".  

9 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Keith McGurk See this is exactly what's wrong with this society. Not one of us is a racist a biggot or asking for deportation of 
anyone. We're cops just like you ( I hope ). I work with the two cops that returned fire at the perp that was shooting at 
them. BTW they weren't WHITE cops.  

8 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Emma Diaz-Rodriguez Oh god I was waiting for a comment like this LOL  

about an hour ago 
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Mary Anne Mooney 

BLOODBATH!!! The worst detail to work. Mayhem and violence accompanied by loud music 
and dancing. You really need to be there in person to get the full effect. The smells and 

tension and heat. Horrible place to be. 
16 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Rodney Rubert 

Worked it once, 4 yrs ago and vowed I will never put myself in that position again. Came 
within inches of getting trampled, while carrying water bottles to my fellow coworkers. 

Thank god for my asp. Whoever came up with the idea that those Orange nets would control 

the crowd, should be thrown into the crowd! 
17 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Toni Giordano 
Too much violence.....how can anyone enjoy that!!!! 
17 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Jermaine Matos 
End this damn thing ...not calling it a parade its a death trap!  
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17 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o 2 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Keith McGurk 

Dont cancel the parade nor this page. Lets petition together and have it moved to 7th 
avenue. We can make it the prelude to.Santa coming to town. Mayor Bloomberg shouldn't 

have an issue with this right? I mean NYC is the greatest melting pot in the world right? 

People of west Indy descent don't just live off of eastern pkwy. Right there on 7th Ave under 
the world's microscope. Lets see how long this menagerie lasts  
 
18 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o 12 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Bill Ficken 
I still can't figure out why they need a parade? Probably to keep all the 911 calls in one 

central area.  
18 hours ago  

o  
o 6 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Chepin Marin LMAO!!!!  

15 hours ago 
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Staci Steele 

Every year it's something! A few years back the "crowd" raped a women right in the middle 
of the street! I'm so sick of hearing how we should be mindful not to offend others!! I say 

OFFEND!! 
18 hours ago  

o  
o 7 people like this. 
o  
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James Concannon I think you have that confused with the PR day parade.  

13 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Staci Steele its still all the same...  

7 hours ago 

 

  

Liz Vazquez-Hallahan 
At the very least the same RULES that apply to ALL parades in the city...should apply 

i.e....Why do we confiscate alcohol on St Paddy's Day? There are barricades in place and we 

must(or I used to) have to tell spectators (sometimes even children) that they MUST be 
behind the barricades. No other procession is allowed to go to the end and RESTART over 

and over again...... 
18 hours ago  

o  
o 4 people like this. 
o  
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Ron Gardner Totally agree. I posted a similar thought and started reading through the posts and saw your's....If the NYPD 
Brass is not utilizing the same techniques as with other parades they should start. There are no guarantees that it will stop 
the violence but it's a start.  

11 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

 

  

Santo Scavuzzo 

There is something very FFFFed up when you can have celebratory gunfire, smoke weed, 
rape, piss and shit at an "ethnic parade" in Brooklyn go without police interference while 

cracking open a 12oz cold beer during the St. Patricks day parade will get you an DAT or 
collared???? WHO IS CRAZY? They can keep the FORCED OVERTIME and stick it, the safety 

of all MOS come before the animals. 
18 hours ago  

o  
o James Concannon likes this. 
o  

 

  

Jason Gondolfo 

I love how assclowns on here are making this situation an anti-gun fiasco. CRIMINALS WITH 
GUNS ARE NOT THE SAME AS LEGAL GUN OWNERS! DON'T PUNISH INNOCENT GUN 

OWNERS BECAUSE YOU UNEDUCATED FUCKS ARE TO FUCKING STUPID TO UNDERSTAND 

CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS! 
19 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  
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No More West Indian Day Detail. 

Everyone, I thank you all for your support. The number of you guys has risen 1000 percent. 
Unfortunately, im being advised by a lot of you that this SUPPORT PAGE may be viewed as 

hostile. By no means am I shaking out, but. We need to to keep our careers in mind. Sad. 
19 hours ago  

o  
o 55 people like this. 
o  

 
View  all 28 comments

 

  

Submit
 

Henry Rivera if they haven't realized by now...they never will. Plus, I love how half of the shootings that occurred aren't 
even mentioned bc ..u know..no cv..no statistic  

6 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Charlie Weber this is a public forum.....we can say what we wnt!! no????  

6 hours ago 

 

  

No More West Indian Day Detail. 
How many of our supporters here feel this page should be a members only? 
19 hours ago  

o  
o 68 people like this. 
o  

 
View  all 17 comments
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Submit
 

Eddie Melendez The city has enough to shut this parade down with all the violence that occurs,but because this city is afraid 
of all the liberals and political backlash they wont. As for that a**hole so called politician that was arrested, shame on him 
for not following orders. He should be embarrassed but you know the city will kiss his behind and jamm the cops who were 
doing their job. THATS WHY 20 AND OUT MY FRIENDS....  

10 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Jerry Rex Leave it open! The only "brass" that would read it would be IAB, if it gets that big, and im sure they all agree but 
cant say it.  

9 hours ago 

 

  

Mike Serras 

WIDP = The Right To Bear Arms 
 
19 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o Laura Kraus-Van Cott likes this. 
o  

 

  

Brian Doherty 
If a bar in Bay Ridge received 3 disorderly premise summonses for noise or fighting they 

would be closed for nuisance abatement. The fact that the City grants a permit for this 

"parade" which has resulted in at least one homicide in each of the last 44 years is the 
definition of insanity. 
19 hours ago  

o  
o 13 people like this. 
o  
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Charlie Scheer Mayor (no smoking anywhere) does not want to cause controversy and Lord knows, shooting cops is not 
controversial. Who cares right, Mayor ?  

19 hours ago · 4 peopleLoading... 

 

  

Kenny Specht 

all you need to know about this day at the zoo you can find in the profile picture of this 

page!!!!....bring your guns, knives and drugs to the st pats parade and we will see how long 
that lasts! time to close the door on this day of lawlessness!! ban the west homicide day 

parade now!!!!! 
 
19 hours ago  

o  
o 6 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Mike Serras How can you bring those items if you can't bring a beer?  

19 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Kenny Specht exactly mike! no drinking in the street during the paddys day parade!....  

19 hours ago 
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Dominic Cross God forbid the city "offend" anyone culturally by cancelling historically the bloodiest parade in New York. 
Wouldnt want anyone to feel discriminated against would we? After all, isn't "celebratory gunfire" (police terminology) 
covered under freedom of expression? No?  

19 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Nancy Lawrence Ferber i never hear of anyone getting shot during the many other parades the city has. this parade must 
be stopped  

18 hours ago 

 

  

Gloria Torres 

 "It was a senseless murder and another painful reminder of of how federal officials fail to 
take the problem of gun violence seriously," Bloomberg said of Gay's death." {Bloomberg} 

via http://www.nydailynews.com/news/ny_crime/2011/09/05/2011-09-
05_nine_people_shot_in_12_hours_in_brooklyn_on_the_heels_of_shocking_24hour_week

end.html 

 

Two cops shot in Brooklyn gun battle, caps terror-filled NYC Labor Day weekend of shootings  

www.nydailynews.com  

ooklyn's West Indian Day Parade was marred by a terrifying spate of shootings Monday that left one man dead and seven 
injured near the route both during festivities and before the parade. 

 
Share · 19 hours ago 
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o  
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o  
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Gary Grubb you cannot blame ANYONE but the shooter.Bloomberg is just another short whiney complaining rich new yorker 
( read between the lines) that is scared to put blame where it belongs.......  

8 hours ago 

 

  

Rob Campbell 

It would save the city a lot of money if they only had to pay for a few hours of OT filling out 
toe tags and waiting for the ME after it's all over. 
20 hours ago  

o  
o 4 people like this. 
o  
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Emma Diaz-Rodriguez LOL  

about an hour ago 

 

  

No More West Indian Day Detail. 
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West Indian Parade 2011  

www.youtube.com  

The Musical Floats 

 
Share · 20 hours ago 

o  
o 25 people like this. 
o  
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No More West Indian Day Detail. This is what the news does not report.  

20 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Elizabeth McGrory-Manning Riot with a parade permit.  

20 hours ago · 2 peopleLoading... 
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Dominic Cross How about Baghdad.  

19 hours ago · 2 peopleLoading... 
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Julie Ann I agree with u Dorothy ...venue needs to change  

19 hours ago 
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Nick Virgilio Filth  

19 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Wil Varela Enough is enough.....no mas!  

13 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

 

  

Mike Serras 

Let them do what they want.. Fight, Smoke weed, do coke, walk around with guns.. look the 
other way and don't take action.. WE don't want to start a riot! Sound familiar 
 
20 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  
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Mike Serras to anyone??  

20 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Brian Crowe lOVE THE "WE' PART  

20 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Paul Iaboni sounds exactly like what we were told...... how about at the St Patricks Day Parade....---- ok we are enforcing a 
zero tolerance alcohol policy today.... so go get those c summones...  

20 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Mike Serras Exactly, I wish there was a way to ENLARGE the font on the word WE!!  

20 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Mike Serras You have to fight like hell to get a permit for a block party and once you do, make sure it's over by 10pm, we 
don't want the DJ with his 2 bullshit speakers to disturb the neighbors...... (feel free to fill in the blank...)  

19 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 
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Brian Crowe 

Does anyone know if the crime stats during the WIDP weekend are included in COMPSTAT? 
20 hours ago  

o  
o  
o  

  

Submit
 

No More West Indian Day Detail. Of course not.  

20 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Brian Crowe if they dont report them it is a "CRIME"  

20 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Luis Garcia It will show up on next weeks numbers, Monday stats should be available on the cognos today but they aren't 
available to the public til next week  

19 hours ago 
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Jay Garcia 

Movies that came to mind, black hawk down , the alamo, custers last stand, & yes I finished 
typing my guys lod paperwork, lol 
20 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

No More West Indian Day Detail. Saving Private Ryan  

19 hours ago 

 

  

Brian Crowe 

THE FIX?.... ALL VICTIMS OF WIDP FILE CIVIL LAWSUITS AGAINST NYC AND THE "NYPD 

COMMANDERS"...AND PLEASE CALL IT WHAT IT IS..."A NY CITY SANCTIONED RIOT"...and 
ask yourself...how many times during muster did the bosses say if you see something "dont 

do anything" 
21 hours ago  

o  
o 5 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Deryk Blair thats because u might hurt somebody's feeling on a such a joyous occasion, don't do anything but call a bus for 
the victims, don't do anything if they blow weed in ur face. If u have to take action call the boss and see if u get an answer, 
he will be on a personal.and if u take action they will be handing out CCRB forms to the parade participants as the are 
ducking bullets  

20 hours ago 
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Deryk Blair oops as they are ducking bullrts  

20 hours ago 
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Deryk Blair Maybe we shouldnt be invited to the parade just like the 9/11 memorial ceremonies  

20 hours ago · 2 peopleLoading... 

 

  

Manny Sotelo 

This is the best page ever, lmao. Every BKLYN NORTH cop should like this!! 
 
21 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o 4 people like this. 
o  

 

  

El Calor 
The city is to blame for allowing that parade every year to go on.  
21 hours ago  

o  
o 5 people like this. 
o  
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Keith Ross 

FYI, the City of New York is NOT your friend. My suggestion to whomever opened up this 
site, maybe make it a member only / closed group. Just a suggestion.  

 

N.Y. Councilman Jumaane Williams Arrested at Parade  

www.nytimes.com  

Police were accused by witnesses of racial motivations as Jumaane D. Williams and an aide to Public Advocate Bill de Blasio 
were briefly detained. 

 
Share · 21 hours ago 
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Mark Gurleski this article is an absolute fucking joke  

20 hours ago · 2 peopleLoading... 
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Paul Iaboni this is about right.... do you expect anything different?  

20 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Gary Grubb just another perp...........  
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8 hours ago 

 

  

Todd Goodwin 

 3 strikes!! 1st shooting = strike 1, 2nd shooting = strike 2, 3rd shooting = cancel the 

parade.... treat them like children!! 
21 hours ago  

o  
o 6 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Jimmy Sumner 

STAY SAFE brothers and sisters! 
21 hours ago  

o  
o  
o  

 

  

William J Fleming 
better idea, Move the Parade to Libya 

 
21 hours ago  

o  
o 7 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Kevin Downey 

http://www.facebook.com/sunburn383
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THE NEWS HAS NP IGNORING THE ATROCITY KNOWN AS THE W.I.D. PARADE(MORE PEOPLE 

SHOT IN NYC THEN IN SOLDIERS IN IRAQ) BUT YOU KNOW THIS PAGE WILL MAKE THE 
NEWS & THE I.A.B. RATS FROTH AT THE MOUTH TO JAM A FEW OF YOU TO FURTHER THERE 

OWN AGENDA. SO THINK BEFORE YOU POST. JUST A HEADS UP! 
22 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Gloria Torres sadly the daily news blames the city for lack of gun control, not the morons carrying the guns, or fail to relate 
the event to the shootings.  

20 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Brian Doherty I guess each of the 48 people were shot with licensed and legally possessed firearms! NYC has the most 
stringent gun control laws in the country and a friggin' parade in Brooklyn piles up a body count like it was election day in 
Fallujah!!!!  

19 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

 

  

Juan Montes 

Move the parade to fifth avenue 
 
22 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  
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Edward Anderson 

The first time I worked this so called "parade",was in 1989.A girl fell off the float,was run 
over,died...and they kept going.After that,there were shootings galore,then...get this,a 

sword fight.Yep,like something out of Braveheart.I watched,in shock..as these 2 savages 

went at it.After an intense duel,one skid was impaled,died right on the corner of Franklin 
and Eastern Pkwy.The other skid was locked up by the 71,like it was nothing.An old 

timer,from the 71,laughed,looked at me and said "Having fun yet kid ?". Thank God for the 
IVD.  
22 hours ago  

o  
o  
o  

 

  

Dan Rodney 
I say have the parade one more year and when they all gather drop a bomb and wipe them 

all out 
 
22 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Renzo Silva 

I SCHEDULE MY VACATION PICKS SO I DON'T HAVE TO BE SUBJECTED TO THE SAVAGERY OF 

THE WEST INDIAN PARADE. LETS MOVE THIS DETAIL TO 5TH AVENUE WITH ALL OF THE 
OTHER PARADES AND LETS SEE HOW QUICK THEY SHUT IT DOWN!!!! 
22 hours ago  

o  
o 5 people like this. 
o  
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Submit
 

George Tavares They are so easy to support them but when it comes to their neighborhood they want us to address it. Let 
them volunteer and work the detail next year. Let the us serve those who actually appreciate life and act civilized  

20 hours ago 

 

  

Joe Brennan 

Everyone should watch what they're saying on this you know big brother is watching... You'll 
end up awol and psyched 
22 hours ago  

o  
o Rory Gerard likes this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Mike Serras Got to love Retirement! Lol.  

19 hours ago 

 

  

Ned Kenyon 
There isnt even a permit for this 'parade'. Put electrical fences around the area next year, no 

police and let them kill each other. The mayor's response is 'This just can't happen.' No shit. 

A two day event for these animals yet the Saint Patty's Day parade is cut short and they 
want quality of life summonses. Gimme a break. The dictator needs to leave office. Is he at 

the jump off? No, he is home, relaxing, while cops have to deal with the savagery 
 
22 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o 7 people like this. 
o  
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Submit
 

Joseph Canny Yeah ! What Ned said !  

22 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

William Dugan More like 4 days. Shit starts on Friday night.  

22 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Anthony Botta and everyone was told no enforcement while at the parade  

21 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Paul Iaboni it might be time to organize a sick out for next year....  

20 hours ago 

 

  

Chris Markopolos 

http://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100000247096410
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I hate it when the media covers this event as if it's some adorable pre-school craft fair, when 

in reality, it's not that much different than Somalia. It's the most despised of all parades. If it 
were held in Manhattan, they'd have to put up bullet proof glass instead of plywood. 
23 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Alicia Tracey Hinton They would never allow this in Manhattan. Years ago when Scagnelli was chief of Brooklyn south they 
offered the organizers steeplechase park and they refused.  

22 hours ago 

 

  

Michael Orlando 

Total fucking chaos the apocalypse would be more organized than this shit  
 
23 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o 5 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Billy O'Connor 

Bloomburg & Kelly should be forced to march at the end of the parade instead of running 
ahead of it and getting the hell out of there before the alcohol kicks in. They stroll by 

everyone 20 minutes before the parade gets to you. 
23 hours ago  

o  
o 5 people like this. 
o  
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Submit
 

Melissa Lento I was saying the same thing last night, those assholes should come 2 or more hours after the parade when its 
really going crazy.  

23 hours ago 

 

  

Eric Manuel 

two cops shot as a result of this melee...completely unacceptable the mayor needs to stop 
appeasing these ppl and put this parade to an end. 
23 hours ago  

o  
o Gerber Fernandez likes this. 
o  

 

  

Artie Scallo 
its gotta stop this thing they call a parade is a joke for years this has been going on people 

get killed there every year and this joke of a police commissioner says nothing nor is he even 

out their with the troops that night and this clown worked in the 71 
23 hours ago  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Paul Henrique because the man was never a true "cop"...a political coward...  

22 hours ago 
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Submit
 

Artie Scallo he wont say the truth because his political career will be over  

22 hours ago 

 

  

Dolores Pilnacek 
ONLY GOOD THING IS ALL $$$ 
 
23 hours ago via mobile 

o  
o  
o  

  

Submit
 

James B Busco CASH- peoples gots rights yo  

23 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Anthony Botta how much does this cost the city there is no way it evens out  

21 hours ago 

 

  

Chris Carl 
In response I think officers should enforce laws during this parade... St Patricks day parade 

people are getting criminal court summons for open container .. Fuck the brass and be 

strong together 
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23 hours ago  

o  
o 4 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Scott Coscia The problem is that it would be insensitive to not allow people to act like NYC is a 3rd world country on Labor 
Day.  

23 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Chris Carl lol... yea sure thats why they dont do it on 5th ave like everyother parade  

23 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Alicia Tracey Hinton Thousands of cops trying to enforce drinking and drug use when their are over 2 million people will 
never happen. It would be the 91 riots all over again.  

22 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Chris Carl good enough reason there to cancel to parade  

22 hours ago 
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Christopher Kempo 

the problem is when you look on the FYIs on the wall in a pct it states individuals names and 
how many times they have been arrested for firearm possession..i saw one guy 27...6 times, 

when you release these people, hand out pleas, and even worse deny prosecution you can 

have all the tuffest laws you want but and even convict people of these tuff laws, if there not 
in jail they are gna do it again...See More 
23 hours ago  

o  
o 2 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Anthony DiTrento 

This parade should be put to and end, it would take a politican to get shot and killed for 

them to stop the coconut parade. 
Yesterday at 5:57pm  

o  
o 4 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Anthony DiTrento Its unfotunate that the bad apples ruin it for everyone else.  

22 hours ago 

 

  

Alicia Tracey Hinton 
Amazing how the news is not making mention of anything about all the shootings today. 

They are only reporting about the 2 asshole politicians starting bullshit at the parade. 
Yesterday at 5:56pm  

o  
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o 5 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Tim Djtech Fisher What shootings Tracy?  

23 hours ago 

 

  

Joe Durante 

Its the Gun companies fault 
 
Yesterday at 5:42pm  

o  
o Christopher Donohue likes this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Jason Gondolfo No, its not the gun companies fault. Thats like blaming the gas comanies if a far got in a wreck and blew 
up. Just about 99.9% of all gun crimes are committed by stolen guns... That has nothing to do with the manufacturer, its 
the low life monkeys who buy off the black market to rob and kill.  

23 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Jason Gondolfo  *car got in a wreck  

23 hours ago 
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Submit
 

Artie Scallo thats what the mayor want us to believe not the fault of the mutts pulling the trigger  

23 hours ago · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Joe Durante I was being very sarcastic. :)  

22 hours ago 

 

  

Ed Mahoney 
I think everyone should call their local news paper and complain about how bad and 

dangerous this parade really is. The only way to stop it is to make the politicians who 
encourage it look bad god forbid the politicians smear their precious image. 
 
Yesterday at 5:41pm via mobile 

o  
o  
o  

  

Submit
 

Karen Santana I agree, maybe then they will understand. The sad part is there are people you just want to celebrate their 
heritage and the bad apples always spoil it for them.  

23 hours ago 
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Ed Mahoney this is a excuse for gang members to run the streets and the police are told to do nothing about it  

21 hours ago 

 

  

No More West Indian Day Detail. 
Pray for a speedy recovery to the female police officer in the 71 precinct and partner. AN 

UNNECESSARY act that caused you the pain and anguish. 
Yesterday at 5:08pm  

o  
o 50 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Thee Rick 

So i'm reading an article about the police involved shooting at the west indian day parade 
and underneath this article i see another article about a west indian woman that was right in 

the middle of the shooting and had to pin herself up against the wall to prevent herself from 

being shot. So when she's interviewed by Michael Daly(douche bag) what does she 
say......."i'll be back next year" and th...See More 
 
Yesterday at 5:07pm via mobile 

o  
o  
o  

 

  

No More West Indian Day Detail. 

I could understand when we are called for duty, to act and perform in a courageous manner. 
To save and protect human life. Why are we being thown into an unnecessary inferno? Why 

are we placed in danger for NO GOD GIVEN REASON? We are being forced to protect the 
very criminals that we would collar any other day! This has nothing to do with gun control. 
Yesterday at 4:58pm  
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o  
o 39 people like this. 
o  

  

Submit
 

Joseph Bello gun control limits legal access to certain types of firearms and has nothing to do with Criminal Possession of a 
Weapon, Criminal Use of a Firearm, and other laws that are barely prosecuted to their full extent.  

Yesterday at 5:02pm 

  

Submit
 

Thee Rick So i'm reading an article about the police involved shooting at the west indian day parade and underneath this 
article i see another article about a west indian woman that was right in the middle of the shooting and had to pin herself 
up against the wall to prevent herself from being shot. So when she's interviewed by Michael Daly(douche bag) what does 
she say......."i'll be back next year" and that (this shooting)"is not part of our culture". Well I have worked this parade every 
year for the last 6 years and there has been multiple shootings every year on and off of the parade route. So I say with 
great confidence that THIS IS PART OF YOUR CULTURE. 
 
Every Officer that was listening to their radios last night and heard the yells and screams of the Police Officers as gunfire 
erupted in the background understands and accepts that situation like this one can happen to any of us at anytime. 
But....the NYPD and this city prides itself on being Pro-Active. So lets be Pro-Active, keep the our Officers safe and CANCEL 
THIS PARADE ONCE AND FOR ALL!!!!  

Yesterday at 5:05pm · 10 peopleLoading... 

  

Submit
 

No More West Indian Day Detail. Well said. We need to band together - as cliche as it sounds. The unions need to step in. 
Now more than ever.  

Yesterday at 5:10pm · 1 personLoading... 

  

Submit
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Paul Corcoran I worked one year and beside all the bullshit shooting and nonsense that goes on, a small girl was crushed by 
a float and killed. That's not even enough for them to stop. They kept going like it was nothing. The only detail in the 
history of NYPD where you have to be on guard from the minute you muster up. No word can describe the shit that goes on 
there!!  

Yesterday at 5:16pm · 4 peopleLoading... 

  

Submit
 

Alicia Tracey Hinton I was down the block when one perp stabbed the other at Schenectady and Eastern Pkway and bled 
out. We tried to make a crime scene but that was impossible with 2 million people crammed onto eastern parkway. People 
were sliding and falling in the blood and just kept on dancing and partying. Name another parade where this is normal? The 
parade bullshit starts weeks before when the jump up parties begin. The perps know there are not enough cops. It will be 
worse next year if Bloomschmuck doesn't quell it. I am so happy I am retired and I never have to deal with that crap again. 
The cops that i worked with in the 71 are the only good thing  

Yesterday at 5:30pm 

  

Submit
 

Edwanna Gloria Johnson I don't know why its even called a parade. I call it an Ethnic Cleansing. All they do is kill eachother 
and continue partying. Where is the pride in your culture your too busy shooting into the crowd of the very people you call 
your brothers? Its ok for people to shoot the innocent and the not so innocent but when a cop shoots to protect his life 
there's an uproar. Shouldn't it be the same when they kill their own?  

20 hours ago 

  

Submit
 

Edwanna Gloria Johnson I'm sorry.. I meant to type WHEN your too busy..... :0)  

20 hours ago 
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Rich Ortiz 

Since, according to Bloomberg, illegal guns and the Feds are to blame for the shootings, I 
think the City should cancel the parade until the Feds get their Sh*t together. ;) 
Yesterday at 4:37pm  

o  
o 5 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Km Lopez 

Cops always make the news when they do something wrong and the way the job,handles is 

they get stricker with the cops. But people can kill people that the jump off party and 
nothing changes cuz of this 2 cops were shot yesterday. 13 people were injuried at the jump 

and 2 cops shot the following day. Lets see what gets inforced this is becoming,the only 
parade where people,get hurt and the permits still get handed out ever year for it 
Yesterday at 4:32pm  

o  
o Karen Santana likes this. 
o  

 

  

Gregory Amitrano 
The nyc media usually squashes 50pct of the negative news from the west indian day 

unrest.Take whatever you hear and times it by 2.The jump off party should also be stopped.  
Yesterday at 4:15pm  

o  
o 5 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Dennis Regan 

It would take a politician or maybe sveral kids (one wouldn't be enough) to rein this 
madness in... 

 
Yesterday at 3:58pm  
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o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Dante Albanese 

It is sad. There are alot of good, hard working people that go there to proudly display their 

heritage and have a good time. Unfortunately there are alot of bad eggs that have destroyed 
it. This is nothing new. I remember stories my dad told me, working this detail, that would 

make you run...I worked this detail and fortunately had a good time, met alot of nice people, 
guess I was lucky. Hope that the officers that were wounded have a speedy recovery! 
Yesterday at 3:49pm  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  
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Kai Bartlette Very well said.  

23 hours ago 

 

  

Tim Djtech Fisher 
Great page and hope it does go viral. However, it will not go further than FB because it's a 

money driven operation. This is alot bigger than "US" just saying we will not work. 
#PoliticsAsUsual 
Yesterday at 3:42pm  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  
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No More West Indian Day Detail. Youre right Tim. Its sort of a small voice screaming towards a huge crowd. Those who 
want to hear will listen. Hopefully, 50 plus shootings and Cops being killed will stir this forever sleeping beast, The NYPD  

Yesterday at 5:03pm 

  

Submit
 

Tim Djtech Fisher Thats the truth. Well on that note I hope we do get this army in force!  

Yesterday at 5:33pm 

 

  

Peter O'Neill 
Bloomberg wants the Feds to have stricter gun laws. News flash, the people shooting at the 

innocent didn't buy them legally, the got them illegally. Then they used them on innocent 

people, including 2 police officers. If you are going to blame anyone for this problem, start 
with the POS who have the guns and fire into crowds of people rather then the 'Feds' or the 

NYPD. When the Feds arrest, they are prosecuted in federal court and usually go to jail. 
When the NYPD arrest them, they are out the next day. Maybe chat with the ADA's office as 

well. Denial isn't just a river in Egypt! 
Yesterday at 10:20am  

o  
o 8 people like this. 
o  
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Mark Tartaglione very well said....fucking bravo!!!!!!  

Yesterday at 10:42am 
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Rob Coppola look at places like texas and arizona, they have plenty of people that legally carry guns and they never use 
them....those places don't have any of the problems we do....its the animals that live here and the shitty court system that 
keeps letting these losers out on the streets  

Yesterday at 3:36pm · 1 personLoading... 

 

  

Dennis Regan 
It would take a politician or maybe sveral kids (one wouldn't be enough) to rein this 

madness in... 
 
Yesterday at 3:58pm  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  

 

  

Dante Albanese 
It is sad. There are alot of good, hard working people that go there to proudly display their 

heritage and have a good time. Unfortunately there are alot of bad eggs that have destroyed 
it. This is nothing new. I remember stories my dad told me, working this detail, that would 

make you run...I worked this detail and fortunately had a good time, met alot of nice people, 

guess I was lucky. Hope that the officers that were wounded have a speedy recovery! 
Yesterday at 3:49pm  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  
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Kai Bartlette Very well said.  

23 hours ago 
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Tim Djtech Fisher 

Great page and hope it does go viral. However, it will not go further than FB because it's a 
money driven operation. This is alot bigger than "US" just saying we will not work. 

#PoliticsAsUsual 
Yesterday at 3:42pm  

o  
o 3 people like this. 
o  
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No More West Indian Day Detail. Youre right Tim. Its sort of a small voice screaming towards a huge crowd. Those who 
want to hear will listen. Hopefully, 50 plus shootings and Cops being killed will stir this forever sleeping beast, The NYPD  

Yesterday at 5:03pm 
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Tim Djtech Fisher Thats the truth. Well on that note I hope we do get this army in force!  

Yesterday at 5:33pm 

 

  

Peter O'Neill 

Bloomberg wants the Feds to have stricter gun laws. News flash, the people shooting at the 

innocent didn't buy them legally, the got them illegally. Then they used them on innocent 
people, including 2 police officers. If you are going to blame anyone for this problem, start 

with the POS who have the guns and fire into crowds of people rather then the 'Feds' or the 
NYPD. When the Feds arrest, they are prosecuted in federal court and usually go to jail. 

When the NYPD arrest them, they are out the next day. Maybe chat with the ADA's office as 
well. Denial isn't just a river in Egypt! 
Yesterday at 10:20am  

o  
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o 8 people like this. 
o  
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Mark Tartaglione very well said....fucking bravo!!!!!!  

Yesterday at 10:42am 
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Rob Coppola look at places like texas and arizona, they have plenty of people that legally carry guns and they never use 
them....those places don't have any of the problems we do....its the animals that live here and the shitty court system that 
keeps letting these losers out on the streets  

Yesterday at 3:36pm · 1 personLoading... 

 

  

Jerry Rex 
This has to come to an end! There must be a politician who can see this and have the balls 

enough to back it. They need to have 1 day for a parade NOT 4 days. Friday to monday is a 
bit excessive 
 
Yesterday at 9:20am via mobile 

o  
o 4 people like this. 
o  

 

  

No More West Indian Day Detail. 

Parade goers run away in a panic as a man open fires in the crowd on Utica Avenue and 
Eastern Parkway at the The West Indian Day Parade only minutes after two other men were 

shot nearby. 
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o 5 people like this. 
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Gregory Amitrano Funny thing is some of the peeps running away are laughing.The violence is no surprise.Looks like fun to 
them.  

Yesterday at 4:20pm · 1 personMike McDonald likes this. 
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Anthony Brutto Where the baby at?  

Yesterday at 4:41pm 
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Biagio Gorcsos say cheese.. lol  

23 hours ago 
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Anthony Botta anyone see anything unusual about this photo? maybe my Appalachian friends can see it.  

21 hours ago 
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Erik Casiano See!!!!Reason number two why I closed my account with Banco popular. Reason number one no free checking. 
Lol.  

9 hours ago 
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Dominick Perfetto Jr pure savagery  

54 minutes ago 

 

  

No More West Indian Day Detail. 

 

More than three dozen shot in Labor Day weekend crime spree  

www.nydailynews.com  

ooklyn's West Indian Day Parade was marred by a terrifying spate of shootings Monday that left one man dead and seven 
injured near the route both during festivities and before the parade. 
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o 2 people like this. 
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No More West Indian Day Detail. 

 

Police officer, 3 others shot near parade  

abclocal.go.com  

Jeff Pegues reports 
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o 2 people like this. 
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Christopher Smyth  2 Cops !  

21 hours ago 

 

  

No More West Indian Day Detail. 
THIS PAGE IS TO ADVOCATE FOR ALL NYPD OFFICERS WHO ARE THREATENED BY 

SUPERIORS AND FORCED TO BE VICTIMS THEMSELVES BY THE VIOLENCE OF THE WEST 
INDIAN DAY MASSACRE YEAR AFTER YEAR.. 
Yesterday at 12:00am  
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o 14 people like this. 
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 RECENT ACTIVITY 
o No More West Indian Day Detail. edited their Website and About. 
o  

 

No More West Indian Day Detail. joined Facebook. 
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